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STAINLESS STEEL WINE TANKS
Since the 1950s DTS have been making vats and tanks for the New Zealand food and 
beverage industry. We work closely with every customer to deliver a reliable design, quality 
fabrication and installation service.  

START WITH A  
TOP-QUALITY TANK 
Our food and beverage tanks meet the Ministry 
of Primary Industries standards for tank hygiene. 
Meticulously crafted with highly polished welds to 
reduce the risk of entrapment areas, ensuring a clean 
and contamination-free production environment.

OPEN FERMENTERS AND  
CLOSED TANKS
You can choose from our pre-made tank designs, 
or we can personalise a tank to meet your specific 
demands.

Our team collaborates closely with each client to 
provide dependable service for design, manufacturing, 
and installation. 

Stainless Steel

LEADING WITH LEAN
We operate a lean manufacturing facility because 
we understand the importance of meeting our 
customers’ needs while keeping costs under 
control. 

We are dedicated to maximising efficiency, 
minimising waste, and continuously improving our 
processes to ensure the best possible results and 
the best possible value for our customers.
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WARRANTY 
All of our tanks come with a 60-month warranty that 
covers any defect in design or workmanship in the 
tank shell and refrigeration pads.  

12-month warranty for all plastic components and 
product parts.

For enquiries contact Dean Wishart:
M: 027 232 4410
E: DEAN@GRAPEWORKS.CO.NZ

BESPOKE COOLING PAD DESIGN
At DTS, we specialise in creating custom cooling pad 
designs that are tailored to fit your requirements. 

We own and operate New Zealand’s only flatbed 
laser welder, which means our expert team can 
design and manufacture cooling pads that perfectly 
fit your tank size and requirements.

We can help you achieve substantial gains in cooling 
efficiency while simultaneously reducing your cooling 
expenses.

REFRIGERATION EXPERTISE
Our nationwide network of refrigeration engineers are 
available to ensure that your operations are running 
smoothly all year round.

We relentlessly look for ways we can do better. We 
are committed to solving industry challenges and 
delivering advanced solutions to our customers.

Whether you’re dealing with MPI regulations, 
increasing volumes, power constraints or water 
restrictions, our experienced team of cooling experts 
can assist. 

SEISMIC SAFETY 
DTS tanks are designed with New Zealand conditions 
in mind and built to meet Seismic Design standards 

NZS1170.5 and NZSEE2009.  

PRODUCT RANGE
We have a standard design range of open top and 
closed top fermenters from 3,500L to 40,000L.

We can custom build larger tanks in our workshop 
or on site:

 3 Our workshop is equipped to fabricate  
tanks up to 250,000L

 3 Or we can build tanks above 250,000L  
on site if required


